
 

Welcome to Year 6 

PICTURE OF 
YOU 

 

Hello! 

My name is Miss Stansfield and I am so excited 

to start our Year 6 journey together in 

September; we have lots of interesting topics 

to cover in Year 6 along with some fun 

activities and fantastic rewards! Mrs 

Wadsworth has already told me how 

wonderful you all are and I can’t wait to get 

started with our learning! I think it is fair to say 

that we are all ready for a fresh start after such 

a difficult year due to the pandemic. Please 

don’t be nervous, we are going to have a 

fabulous year and I will always be around to 

chat and answer any questions that you may 

have.  

 All about me: 

I absolutely love dogs (I would have three if I had the space). My little sausage dog is called 

Frank and he has been keeping me nice and busy this year! In my free time I enjoy going on 

long walks in the countryside and keeping fit by going to the gym. I find that exercise makes 

me feel positive and gives me more energy for day to day life! I also enjoy cooking and I try to 

cook a new recipe every week. I love teaching all subjects but my favourite two would have 

to be Maths and as I feel Topic there is just so much to learn! 

Next Year:  

To get to know a little about you and your personality, we would like you to create a beautiful 

slip which tells us a little bit about your favourite personality trait or hobby! Last year, we 

thought about the thing that we valued and liked most about ourselves and used a design of our 

choice to make some pictures like these! You can use whichever media you like to create yours 

and when you bring them back to us in September, we will make a display in our classroom for 

everyone to see! Think about something that you love and create a colourful statement starting 

with I am…. Mine could be for example, I am a chef or an animal lover. What are you? Try and 

think creatively, we don’t want everyone to say I am a gamer or a You Tuber! Think about your 

other skills and passions too! Last year we had bakers, day dreamers, builders, designers, coders, 

artists, dancers. Some children used qualities instead such as joyful or open minded. 

                              

 

 


